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THE PHOTOGRAPH 

Isaac scratched another tick into the back of his notebook. Forty-two days of school. He 

hadn’t had so much school since he had learned his alphabet, lowers and uppers. After that, there 

hadn’t been much of a point. No one had seemed to think so. But now was different. 

The teacher spread out the photos, clippings, and magazines like the color swatches she’d 

shown them during an art lesson last week.  

“Take any one you like,” she said, leaving her hands on top of them all. “I want you to 

look at it, really take a good look. Then I want you to write about it. Anything that strikes your 

fancy. Is it the colors that stand out to you? Remember when we talked about composition? 

Contrast? Try to use some of those words in your response. Have fun.” 

The other kids couldn’t wait to scramble to the front and grab at their first choices. Some 

had a harder time deciding and pushed through carefully and thoughtfully. Isaac’s shoulders 

tensed as he watched the kids who’d already gotten their pictures. How would he choose? How 

long would he have to decide? Almost everyone else had gone ahead of him, but some other kids 

were waiting behind him and there was no getting out of it now.  

He approached the table, having already ruled out the ones he could see from behind the 

other students. He didn’t know what he was looking for, exactly. Just a good picture. Something 

that spoke to him without him having to interpret or make things up. He wasn’t very good at 

making things up. 

Then he saw it— a flash of fuzzy yellow against emerald. He slipped it out from under a 

red boat and a magazine about winter gardens. A little chick, no bigger than his fist, was running 

away from the photographer across a stretch of asphalt, a few blades of grass looking inviting to 

the patch of grass ahead. He didn’t know what it was saying yet, but it was trying awfully hard. 
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Gratefully, he slipped back to his desk and put the photograph at the top, his notebook 

underneath. 

The words came easily. He was surprised at them, tumbling out without so much as him 

needing to look at the clock for encouragement. Time was growing short, though. Then the 

teacher said they had one more activity before the end of class, and they’d have to take their 

writing home with them to finish for homework. 

Isaac was grateful. Looking over his paper, his words were a tangled mess. 

Outside, summer tapped on the schoolroom windows. From his desk across the room, 

pushed up against a wall where the posters threatened to come off the wall any second, Isaac 

heard it. He heard the teacher’s question, too, but he didn’t know the answer. 

The teacher leaned back into her hip, blinking at her students. “I know it’s getting warm, 

everyone, but stick with me here.” 

And Isaac was thinking about the posters again. He let his gaze fall to his desk, an expert 

mess of papers, pencils, and a textbook. His fingers shifted the worksheets he was supposed to be 

working on and unearthed the glossy photo already smudged with fingerprints. In the indirect 

light, they framed the photo’s subject with dull spots.  

When the teacher put on a video clip, he stared at the photo instead of the screen. It was 

all right—he heard everything.  

*** 

Mariah was waiting for him, as always, to take him home.  

It still took him by surprise to see her there. Someone waiting for him. 

“It’s a project,” he told her when she asked him about the picture he was holding. “I have 

to write about it.” 
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“What are you going to say?” 

He didn’t know yet. Everything was a tangled mess. So he said, “I don’t know.” 

“That’s all right,” she said, and then quiet settled onto the seats around them, the warm 

silence of thinking. 

He pushed through the front door, Mariah saying, “Upstairs with you,” so he wouldn’t 

leave all his things in the living room. She said it was a bad habit. 

In his room, he went to his desk, carefully put the photo and his notebook down, and 

scratched another tick into the back of it—the other chart this time. Sixty-six days since he’d 

come to live with Mariah. He supposed it’d been long enough now that she’d decided to keep 

him. 

Downstairs, he heard her thumping around in the kitchen cabinets to start dinner. The 

front door opened and a man’s voice joined the noises. Ray was the other person in his life. He 

went with Mariah, but Isaac thought to himself that maybe she wasn’t so sure she wanted to keep 

him, since he didn’t get to live here like Isaac did. They seemed close enough, and there might 

have been books written about the way he’d hold her hand while they watched something on TV 

or how he’d bow out of her way in the cramped kitchen. 

From the top of the stairs, Isaac watched what he could of the scene: Ray’s elbow 

sticking out as he opened a cabinet to grab something, a shadow changing the shape of the light 

coming from the doorway to the kitchen. He tried to imagine the rest, but he didn’t know about 

cooking or why it took so long to put noodles in hot water. He was bad at making things up. 

Isaac strained to hear what they were saying, but the clatter of spoons in metal bowls was 

too loud and they were speaking too quietly. He liked the sound of their voices together, though, 

especially when Mariah laughed. 
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As he tiptoed back to his room, he hoped someday Ray would end up getting to stay all 

the time, too. 

At his desk, he faced the picture again. The words had gotten stuck somewhere between 

school and home, so he examined the photograph. It was a 4x6, printed on semi-gloss paper. A 

smudged time code from the camera was stamped in blocky red ink on the back. He didn’t know 

whose fingerprints were all over the front. They showed up as dull patches, and when he tilted 

the picture a little bit away from the light, they framed the fuzzy little yellow chick running away 

from the photographer. 

As he focused, everything else fell away. 

Where are you going, little guy? he wanted to ask. Why are you running away? 

Maybe the tiny bird was afraid. The photographer and his big black camera must have 

looked big and scary. But the day was so bright and the ground so close, so reassuring. That was 

one of Isaac’s favorite parts about the picture. Looking at it, he could imagine himself lying on 

the ground, tiny blades of grass, granules of sand, and bits of gravel pricking and digging into his 

palms and arms as he watched the chick patter away, probably a little unsteadily but 

determinedly on those webby orange feet. 

He thought that must be what it would be like. He didn’t know a lot about the real 

ground, being a city kid where asphalt and concrete were far more common. It wasn’t real 

ground, not really. The ground in the picture was earth, actually growing and changing. Maybe 

the photographer was on the edge of a curb, lying out on a parking lot to get the picture. I’d run 

away from that, too, thought Isaac. The grassy world in front of the chick looked much more 

inviting than whatever could be behind it. The little duck was escaping, he thought, leaving its 
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small shadow behind as it ran towards the light that made its fluffy feathers glow. But the little 

duck was all alone. Where would he go? How far could he get? 

Three taps echoed off his door, the only signal that could bring him back to his own room 

from wherever his mind might roam. “Hey, bean,” said Mariah, leaning in. “Fifteen minute 

warning.” 

“Okay,” Isaac said. 

She wandered over to his desk. “Ray’s here. Wanna come down?” 

“Maybe.” 

Her fingers trailed over the photo. “Still working?” 

“Yeah.” 

“It’s cute.” After a moment, she added, “Reminds me of you.” 

He twisted up his face, half pleased and half mortified to be in the same train of thought 

as cute. “Why?” 

“’Cuz you’re my little chick,” she said before she leaned over and dropped a kiss on top 

of his head. “All right, back to work. Fifteen minutes, though, okay?” 

“Okay.” He looked at the picture again, carefully turning over her words. She was gone 

when he started wondering how he could be her chick. He lived with Mariah—she made his 

lunches, offered to tuck him in at night, sometimes read to him, sometimes cried with him, but 

she wasn’t his mom. And he lived with Ray, too, when he was with Mariah, but he wasn’t his 

dad, either. Isaac was somebody’s chick, but they weren’t here, and he couldn’t remember them.  

Maybe that’s why the little chick was running, he thought. He’s lost. 

Isaac shuffled out of his room with the picture and went downstairs to sit cross-legged on 

the window seat, holding the picture and studying it. In the periphery of his vision the living 
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room sat in foggy clouds of color composing the general atmosphere of everything outside of his 

mind, punctuated by sounds of dishes clattering in the sink, the puff of a lid coming off a pot of 

steaming vegetables, the closing and opening of cabinet doors as Mariah searched for an 

ingredient. His attention sharpened only the picture in front of him. Everything else, even the 

nervous tingle he felt sitting still, dropped away into oblivion. 

After what Mariah said about the photograph, he didn’t think he’d show it to Ray. Isaac 

knew he wouldn’t think it was cute, which was a plus, but beyond that, Isaac didn’t know what 

he would think. Ray knew things about him before he said them, even to the point that Isaac 

didn’t have to say anything sometimes, and Ray would know something was wrong. He was like 

Mariah. He knew that Ray cared about him—he built Isaac a bunk bed just because he 

mentioned he liked them, he let him sit in his study while he tinkered on projects, sometimes 

they’d sit on the roof, and they always did the dishes together while Mariah sat at the kitchen 

table and read funny things out of the newspaper. Isaac had always wondered how she found so 

much interesting news in the paper. Whenever he looked, there always seemed to be just sad 

things. Or scary things, he thought, thinking about the photographer again.  

He felt a warm feeling wash over him, and he wondered if Mariah was thinking about 

him. He resisted the urge to look over and see if she was watching him because everything was 

still hazy beyond the picture. Isaac had kind of hoped that changing positions would have helped 

him make more sense of the picture, but it was still just a picture of a fuzzy yellow duck with 

fingerprints around the edges. 

He heard Ray saying his name, then Mariah said, “Oh, don’t bother him just yet. He’s 

thinking about a project.” 
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Isaac, too deep into his observations, couldn’t bring himself to look up. In a few minutes, 

Ray said, “It’s good to be back.” He was leaning against the wall that separated the living room 

from the kitchen, making his voice seem louder even though he was speaking only to Mariah. He 

shifted, a vague shape above Isaac’s photograph. A happy, tired tone was in his voice. Isaac 

sensed him looking his way into the living room again, but he couldn’t glance up. Mariah’s 

footsteps filled the silence as she padded barefoot across the tiles. There were small sounds after 

that, maybe Ray saying something, maybe Mariah giving him a sample of that night’s dinner 

from the spoon she’d brought with her. 

“Long day?” Mariah asked. 

“Mm, yes,” he said, managing a reply. “That’s delicious, whatever it is.” A pause, and 

Isaac could feel the warmth of both of their glances pulling over him. “Anything new here?” 

“It’s been a quiet afternoon,” Mariah said, and Isaac felt the warmth continuing to wash 

over him like tides. Another pause, a small sound. 

“I’ll be right back to taste test anything else that might need my services.” 

Ray’s vague shape moved out of Isaac’s sight, and he felt a flush of internal heat take the 

place of the warmth he felt. He didn’t like to pretend he couldn’t hear them, but he didn’t know 

what else to do. He seemed to be always able to tell when they were looking at him, but he didn’t 

look back because he thought they might not want to include him in what they were talking 

about. It seemed too personal, and everyone else always looked away when he did it at school.  

No, he was like the duck in the picture. Always running away, not looking back even 

though someone is watching.  

As he had been thinking, he didn’t realize that he’d lost focus on the picture, and now 

everything was blurry, caught hovering between his thoughts and everything else. It felt like his 
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eyes were crossed, so he put the picture down and blinked several times. The world came back 

into its usual sharpness, and he realized that Mariah was watching him from the kitchen 

doorway. She smiled, holding the spoon against her shoulder. “Five minutes, bean.” 

A timer beeped, and she disappeared to tend to something. Isaac tried to get himself back 

inside the photo, but he couldn’t seem to engage it the same way as before. He stared at it, but 

his eyes kept slipping back into the thought of Mariah standing across the house, watching him 

from the kitchen.  

Ray came back from the garage, coming all the way into the living room so Isaac knew 

he was going to say something. 

“Hey, Zak. How’s the day?” He smiled, playing their usual game where Ray would find a 

new way to say his name. 

“It’s Isaac,” he replied, smirking as Ray sat on the cushion beside him. 

“All right, Eye Zak.” Isaac laughed and tried to correct him again. In rapid-fire, they went 

through “Izzik,” “Izzy,” and “I-ster” before Mariah said it was time to set the table. Ray slapped 

the cushion and propelled himself upright. “I still wanna know about your day,” he said, turning 

circles. “Tell me at the table.” 

Isaac went back to his photo happily, but he still wasn’t focusing on it. There was the 

swing of a hinge and the gentle rattle of disturbed plates before the careful thud of each one 

being put down carefully. Three thuds, three plates. 

Issac, letting his eyes cross, wondered if he should help set the table. He sometimes 

helped, but Mariah never asked him to do it. Ray usually handled that part and forgot which side 

the fork goes on every time. The sun was getting low outside, dimming the room, though the 

photograph still seemed to radiate with the last sunbeams.  
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He could hear them talking, but he couldn't make out what they were saying. He wanted 

to know. He wanted to say something, maybe before Ray could ask him, because it was always 

easier to say something than answer a question he didn’t want someone else to ask him. A 

question meant he wasn’t being open and they didn’t know what was going on. But that’s what 

he liked about Ray and Mariah. They hardly ever asked him questions. 

Isaac looked at the kitchen and wondered if they could tell when he was thinking about 

them, because he thought about them a lot. Even when he was thinking about the photograph, he 

realized he’d been thinking about them, too. But where could they be in this picture? They 

weren’t the photographer. They weren’t the duck. 

He looked at the kitchen and the square light it was casting onto the floor. Ray and 

Mariah’s shadows crossed through it, but it was still bright, especially as the day faded outside. It 

matched the light in his photograph. 

A thought popped into his mind. What if the photographer wasn’t important at all?  

Maybe the duck wasn’t running away. It was running to. There could be a whole world of 

photographers behind it, but the little chick wasn’t paying attention at all to that. 

Maybe somewhere just beyond the edge of the frame, where Isaac couldn’t quite see, a 

mom and dad were waiting for it. 

Isaac got up from the window seat and walked towards the kitchen, feeling sensations as 

if he hadn’t felt anything for years, the lush softness of the carpet squishing under his feet, the 

smooth wood of the doorframe leading into the kitchen where he paused just as Ray asked which 

side the fork went on. 

“The left,” said Isaac, his voice sounding too loud. 
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Ray nodded to himself, shaking the utensils in his hand. “You’re absolutely right. You’d 

think I’d remember one of these days.” 

Mariah gestured to a salad bowl. “Want to help me take this to the table, Isaac?” 

He nodded and crossed into the kitchen where the overhead light felt like sunlight. 

THE END 



 

Word Count: ~2700 words 

Apostrophe 

The voice, earnest and clear, filtered into the young woman’s perception as gently as the 

sunbeams trickling through the dusty window and dissolving into the glass of iced tea in her 

hand.  

“Ena? You in here?” 

She didn’t answer, mainly because she knew that he would find her in a matter of 

seconds anyway, but partly because she was enjoying the silence in the small space. Everything 

was tucked away in the break room. Food was packed into multicolored containers and hidden 

away in the refrigerator that buzzed to itself, the filing cabinets in the corner were immaculately 

organized, the red and orange striped curtains around the window seat were pulled up to keep the 

trailing ends from touching the floor, conversations were folded up for later, and Ena’s feet were 

tucked away beneath her on the window seat. Everything was neat and in place. She waited 

patiently, taking a sip from her glass and enjoying the quiet coolness.  

 “Hey, there you are,” the voice said, much closer this time. She turned her head and 

smiled at the newest addition to the scene. He was of average height, nattily dressed in a tailored 

vest and coat, and as she stood, he made a last minute adjustment to the Windsor knot of his 

burgundy tie. “Ready to get back to work?” 

 Ena stood up, leaving her glass behind on the windowsill. “I guess so. But I’m still 

stuck...” she trailed off, frowning slightly. “Clay, is that a new tie pin?” 

 He brightened. 
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 “I made it myself. I found some spare em dashes that had gotten left out of a document 

and put them together with a capital thorn. I mean, nobody uses those so I thought it’d be okay. 

Doesn’t it look great?”  

 Ena stared at the punctuation marks fitted together and had to admit, “It actually kind of 

works for you. But no more messing with the special characters, okay? Those need to stay in 

their proper boxes, and heaven knows that there are already enough typos in the world without 

you taking out extra punctuation or throwing a few around.” 

 They walked out of the break room together, Clay following her into a wide, spacious 

area lined with wooden cabinets reaching from the floor to the ceiling. In the center of it was a 

simple, self-conscious desk surrounded by boxes of every shape and size that overflowed with 

chaos. Ena meandered past a taller box that gushed with rolls of fabric and scraps of ribbons, 

snatching a small length of woven cream lace. As she did, she upset a precarious stack of 

photographs near her elbow.  

 “Oh dear,” she said, side-stepping the mess. “I’ll get around to filing those soon. 

Promise.” 

 The desk itself was clear except for a hooded green lamp and a stack of blank white paper 

in the center. Ena pulled out the chair and sat down.  

 “So I’m thinking it should be a story about true love,” she announced.  

 Clay raised an eyebrow that looked like a tilde stolen off a Spanish ñ.  

 “True love? Really? You’re going to write chick lit?” 

 “It’s not just going to be about love,” Ena told him quickly. “But it’ll be a big part.” 
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 “But what do you know about love?” Clay moved over to a small box perched at the top 

of a stack of Jane Austen novels. He pulled out a dried corsage of faded pink roses and baby’s-

breath that shed a few flakes when he held it up. “This wasn’t even from a boyfriend.” 

 “Maybe I don’t have anything to show for it, but I know when I see it, and I can feel it,” 

she told him, getting up from her seat. She walked over to a ladder resting against the wooden 

cabinets along the wall and rolled it over a few feet. As she climbed up, she said, “Besides, 

romantic love should have parts of the other loves in it, friendship and family.” She opened one 

of the boxes and began to pull out handfuls of letters. “Oops, dropped one of those e’s,” she 

muttered as the vowel disappeared with a faint rustle into a box full of bad jok s.  

 

                                                                                                                             e 

 When she returned to her desk with an armful of letters, she deposited them onto the 

desk, looking up as Clay came over to the desk with a collection of his own gathered from the 

boxes.  

 “Try these,” he told her lightly, putting one item down at a time. He first put down a glass 

vase, dropped a few cut flowers into it, and then arranged a butterfly hairclip with green glittered 

wings, a few fabric scraps crudely stitched together, a half-burnt candle, and a thin ring in a tiny 

black box near it.  

 Ena stared at the still life for a moment and then daintily tied the bit of lace around the 

neck of the vase. Having done this, she narrowed her eyes and blurred all of the objects together. 

Then, she snatched some of the letters and started to arrange them on the paper. As she did, she 

said, “Like a cool summer MORNING, her HAPPINESS seemed ENDLESS, but the sun had 

NOT YET RISEN.”  
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 She leaned back to appraise her work while Clay leaned over.  

 “... ... ... ” 

 “Got nothing nice to say?” Ena crossed her arms. 

 “Sorry, that was, uh,” he stammered, sweeping the ellipses off the page into his hand and 

putting them back in his vest pocket where they had spilled from. “I thought I could get in a 

game of marbles with those.” 

 “How old are you anyway?” Ena shook her head with small smile, looking back at the 

page. “That seems...forced, doesn’t it?” 

 “Mmm, a bit, yeah.”  

 “Let me try this again with less drama. Less Romantic, eh?” 

 She moved the letters around, picking up new ones and taking some away.  

 “the sun hadn’t come up yet” 

 They both blinked at it this time. 

 “Now it’s too...imagist.” She traded in a capital T. “The sun hadn’t come up yet. No, that 

doesn’t help either. Maybe if I took out the contraction?” 

 “That’d make it more formal, but are you sure this is where you want to start? I mean, it’s 

a little trite.” 

 Ena dropped down into her chair and rested her chin on her hands. “Maybe it’s these 

items. They’re too sentimental, too touchy-feely. Maybe I need to start with something a little 

simpler, a little more real.” 

 With a sweep of his arm, Clay took away everything but the vase of flowers and the 

hairclip. As he walked off to put the rest back, Ena picked up the butterfly clip and snapped it 

onto her finger, watching with small delight as the wings, attached with springs, bobbed up and 
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down. Then, she clipped it onto one of the leaves in the vase, admiring the juxtaposition. Her 

eyes rested on it for a few minutes as she noted color, light, intrinsic value, and emotion. Then, 

she dashed off to the ladder to pull out more letters. 

 

»———> “Hey!” 

Ena yanked the arrow out of her desk and treated Clay to a hot glare. A few boxes away, 

Clay grinned at her. He hid a large ß behind his back, but the quiver full of arrows made from 

stolen single and double guillemets and em dashes was still in plain sight. 

 “I was right in the middle of...of...” Her fury suddenly snuffed out, and she slumped onto 

her desk. There were dozens of pages scattered across the table, some crumpled and others 

simply abandoned. “Middle of my failure,” she finished with a sigh that puffed a page off the 

desk and onto the floor.  

 Clay, putting aside his game, walked over. He pushed aside a few abandoned papers to sit 

on the edge of the desk.  

 “The story’s not turning out like you’d hoped?” he said softly.  

 Ena raised her head.  

“Sometimes it’s not hard to find words that string together in really beautiful ways, and I 

know just how to layer the meaning to get the deepest shades. Sometimes I can even bring out 

the values in the theme with the best chiaroscuro. But I can’t do this job. I know the skills, the 

rhythms. But everything I’ve tried just doesn’t work. There’s no magic in my words, not like the 

masters. It’s immature. Naïve. There are just strands of silliness and I’ve written reams of 
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ridiculousness. No one’s going to read this.” She threw up her hands. “No one should read it, 

that’s more the point.” 

 She stood up, taking the vase of flowers and the butterfly. “So I think I’ll find a new job. 

I don’t belong in here.” 

 Clay hopped off the desk and went after her. “What? You’re quitting? But you’ve just 

started.” 

 “I can’t do it,” Ena told him, wrapping the butterfly in tissue paper and setting it back in a 

box.  

 “Can’t do what?” 

 She opened her arms to take in the whole studio. 

 “I can’t take all of this stuff, all of these keepsakes, memories, observations, all these 

textures and moments, and make them into something that means anything to someone else. 

Maybe it is just junk after all.” She shrugged, moving through the boxes. “Someone else could 

do it far better than me.” 

 “But—” 

 “No. That’s all there is to it, okay?” She moved despondently to an open drawer full of 

accent marks and sifted them through her fingers. As the marks dropped back into the drawer, 

they skittered like rain sighing on a roof. “Clay, look...” 

 “Yeah?” He moved closer. 

 “The ´s are all mixed up with the `s.”  

 “You’re joking.” 

 “No, look, they’re all mixed up.” Before he could look, she pushed the drawer shut and 

moved off, biting her lip. 
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 Ena pushed past a towering stack of boxes and opened a door partially hidden behind 

them. In the next room, she walked past an enormous & and rounded the bend of a giant @, not 

bothering to look behind her. Ideas fluttered and cooed in the rafters far above her head. She 

fought back tears and kept walking until she reached a mark that she could climb on. After a few 

tries to grip the slippery surface, she managed to pull herself up into the tight curve of an 

interrogation mark, tucking her feet under her. 

 “Fitting,” Clay commented, slowly walking up with his hands in his pockets.  

 “Please just go,” Ena said. “I’m done.” 

 “You’re not, though! You’ve got work to do. And I don’t want to be out of a job.” 

 She slid off the ¿ and headed back towards the workshop. 

 “It’s not comfortable there anyway,” she said to herself. 

 “Wait, can’t we talk about this?” Clay asked, trying to keep up.  

 “There’s nothing to say,” Ena said, trying to stay composed. “I have nothing to say. End 

of story.” She paused a moment and rolled a period between them 

 

 

 

“It’s not hard to pull those drawers out, 

organize words and sentences, but it takes 

more than skill to make them mean 

something. I thought I could arrange them 

like the masters do, but I don’t know how 

they do it. Somehow they can take all this 

stuff, this messy, unorganized, 

incomprehensible stuff and make it fit into 

language, shaped by serifs and ordered by 

lines. Those words make people laugh. 

Leave their homes. They break their hearts. 

Take away their sleep. Teach them love.  
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“But what if that’s not the story you should 

be writing?” 

“Sooo bored.” “Look, I know you’re bored to tears with 

it— ” 

 

 

 

 

 

Maybe I’m not old enough, not experienced 

enough to know how to arrange them right.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“What’s age got to do with it?” 

“You saw my attempts back there. That’s 

nothing to be proud of.” 

“But what about the connections you see 

now? Don’t they mean anything?” 

“Don’t make me throw these umlauts at 

you. But it seems like the story I should 

write.” 

“When you’re older, you can reflect back on 

things and see how they’re all connected.” 
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“Seems? What about feels? What would 

you write if you wrote what you felt 

instead of what you thought?” 

“Of course they’re not. If you want people 

to feel what you’re writing, you have to 

feel it, too.” 

“Those aren’t the same thing?” 

“You know it isn’t. Those drawers? Filled 

with letters and marks of all kinds. You’re 

right. They’re pretty easy to move  

around and order. There’s plenty of rules 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“You make that sound so simple.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and those are easy enough to remember. 

But that all happens in the mind. Where 

the real shining comes through is not how 

you fit all of these memories, feelings, and 

textures into the boundaries of words, but 

how you make words look like all of those 

emotions and images.” 
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Ena hesitantly rolled the period aside. 

 “But what if I don’t do it right? If I break the wrong rules? If I’m a cheap imitation?” 

 Clay tossed a snow of asterisks over her head, and they both watched them drift to the 

floor. He swept them aside with his foot. 

 “Then you start over, easy as that, as many times as you want until it breathes for you.”  

 “What if no one likes it?” 

 “They don’t have to like it. You have to make them believe it’s alive.” 

 Ena stared into his unreadable eyes, her own beginning to fill with tears. “What if no one 

hears me?” she whispered. 

 With a smooth movement, Clay pulled her close and folded her in an embrace. She 

breathed in the smell of the dusty bookshop on Lewis Avenue, nights reading beneath covers, 

and lonely afternoons in libraries.  

 “Can you hear yourself?” he asked her.  

 “It’s too quiet,” she answered, her voice buried against him. “I can only hear myself.” 

 The stillness in the studio blanketed every surface, muffling even the ideas in the next 

room. Ena pulled away from him slowly, wiping her eyes.  

 “That’s not right, is it?” 

 “What isn’t?” 

 “It’s supposed to change. To make noise. Break things. Sing. Love.” 

 Clay smiled. “Now you’re getting it.” 

 “But how do I...make it do those things?” She gestured around at the boxes. “I only know 

how to arrange still-lifes.”  
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 He picked up one of the asterisks on the ground and tucked it behind her ear. “Play with 

it.” 

Ena’s fingers followed the edges of the mark. “I suppose if you squint it kinda looks like 

a flower...” 

 “A rose by any other name—” 

 “Oh, now don’t you go dramatic.” A smile started twitching at her lips. 

 “What? I can’t reference the Bard?” 

 “Come on. You’re supposed to be original, not derivative. Last I checked, a Muse wasn’t 

supposed to keep a stash of clichés in his pocket. Don’t think I haven’t noticed those crinkly 

wrappers lying around.”  

She looked around at the vast studio filled with all varieties of sights, sounds, and smells, 

and she considered the work ahead of her. It would drain her. It would ask more of her than she 

thought she could give. It would take the rest of her life. 

 Ena pointed to a light switch on the far wall. “Turn on that light, will you? I’ve got an 

idea.” 

 As the room brightened behind her, she walked back into the break room, taking a deep 

breath. The glass of iced tea still sat dripping onto the windowsill, and she sank down on the 

cushions. Picking up the glass, she took a drink and a long look outside the window where 

summer was still blazing on each leaf and blade of grass. Without a breeze, the scene looked as if 

it had been captured by an artist’s brush, suspended in the glow of a June afternoon.  

But then a butterfly teased the flowers just below the window as it flitted from one to 

another. A slight zephyr wafted past, setting the leaves and grasses waving behind it and setting 
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the image back into life. Ena turned from the window, slipped her feet out from under her, and 

stood up. Taking the iced tea with her, she headed back into the other room.  

Her room was small, but it felt larger when the sunlight streamed in through the wide 

window at the far end. A twin-sized bed occupied one corner while the rest of the walls were 

taken up with bookshelves filled with novels, notebooks, and curios like a porcelain tiger and a 

cut glass vase. Ena stepped over various pieces of paper scattered on the floor as she walked over 

to the desk in the center of the room. As she sat down, she set down the glass of tea with one 

hand and swept away crumpled balls of paper with the other. She flicked on the hooded green 

lamp. 

“There, that’s better.” Taking a pencil in hand, she faced a blank sheet of paper. “Play 

with it...” She tapped the pencil against her lips a few times, eyes narrowed until the features of 

the room began to blur together. Then, she leaned forward over the page and wrote, “The voice, 

earnest and clear, filtered into the young woman’s perception as gently as the sunbeams trickling 

through the dusty window and dissolving into the glass of iced tea in her hand...” 
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Dr. Luckwood 

Doctor August Luckwood III, was one of the last true country doctors in Arkansas. Most 

of his practice consisted of house calls made to ailing people throughout rural Johnson County. 

He rarely saw patients in his office in Pine Cliffs, which suited his wife, because their living 

room served as the waiting room, and their spare bedroom the examination room. The only thing 

that distinguished the house from any other in the upscale neighborhood, was a small sign hung 

over the front door which simply stated, “Office of Dr. August Luckwood III, M.D.”.  

All but three years of the doctor’s life had been spent in Johnson County. The three years 

of medical school in New Orleans, was the only time he ever ventured more than fifty miles from 

the place he was born. His father, Dr. August Luckwood Jr., had delivered him at their home in 

1904.  

For over 100 years there had been a Doctor August Luckwood in the town of Pine Cliffs. 

The farmhouse, which was affectionately referred to as, “Doctor Luckwood’s summer house”, 

was the same house that had been used during the Civil War as a Confederate hospital. Though 

the area saw very little fighting, the hospital stayed busy throughout the war with numerous 

outbreaks.  

August Luckwood Sr. came to Pine Cliffs, Arkansas as a soldier with the sixteenth 

infantry from east Texas. The unit marched into Arkansas in 1862, bringing an infestation of 

smallpox and measles to the isolated community of Pine Cliffs.  
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Disease quickly took its toll on the civilian and military population, decimating the ranks              

and killing hundreds. Within a week of his arrival, August Sr. contracted smallpox and nearly               

died. He fought for his life for over a month in the makeshift hospital on an abandoned farm.                  

When his strength returned, he began assisting the surgeons with the sick and dying, and soon                

proved to be a valuable asset. He could work closely with those infected without fear of                

contagion. The veterinary skills he acquired growing up on his father’s farm in Texas, served               

him well. He soon advanced in rank from assistant surgeon to surgeon.  

The entire regiment dispersed when Federal troops took over the area in 1864. August Sr.               

remained in the abandoned farmhouse and forged a deed to help legitimize his claim. Using the                

medical equipment left from the dispersing Confederate Army, August began his own medical             

practice to serve the isolated community.  

He slowly worked to rebuild the farmhouse and the various barns and outbuildings. After              

two years of only attending to patients at the farm, he purchased a small and efficient doctor’s                 

buggy and began making house calls throughout the county. Although he was nearly fifty, as a                

doctor he became one of the most sought after bachelors in the county. In 1868, he married                 

nineteen year old Maggie Smith and had three children in three years.  

August Luckwood Jr. was born nine and half months after his parents were married, and               

was the spitting image of his father. By this time, the farm was a fully functioning operation                 

which produced enough hay, corn, poultry and pork to support the family. Economic hardships              

after the war left most families unable to pay for the doctor’s services, so additional income was                 

a necessity.  
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By 1890, the doctor was able to send his eldest son to Tulane University in New Orleans                 

to study medicine. August Jr. returned to the farm in Johnson County and took over his father’s                 

medical practice, as well as the responsibilities of the farm. He married Beatrice Cook, who was                

five years his senior and they produced two sons.  

Born only eighteen months apart, August Luckwood III and Jesse Luckwood, were            

inseparable throughout their lives. August III even waited a full year to attend medical school at                

Tulane University, so his younger brother could join him. The two graduated in the same class                

and returned to Johnson County and the farm, just as their father had. August Jr. died of a heart                   

attack one week after his sons’ shared graduation ceremony. August inherited their father’s             

medical practice, as well as the farm, and Jesse worked to establish a pharmacy in Pine Cliffs.  

Within a month of returning to the farmhouse, August began building a new house in               

town so that he could live closer to his brother. The two remained close in their personal and                  

professional lives. August’s newly built house and medical office was only five blocks from his               

brother’s pharmacy. The pharmacy was on Main Street and had a small apartment on the second                

floor. The farmhouse served as an escape from town and August began referring to it as his,                 

“summer house”, simply because it was the most enjoyable during that time of year.  

While attending to an elderly patient at their home outside town, August became             

acquainted with the patient’s granddaughter, Evelyn. She had spent much of her young life              

taking care of her grandparents in a rundown home near the railroad tracks. When she met                

August on that hot, May day, she knew that her life was going to change. Within two months she                   

was married and living in a new house in the most affluent neighborhood in Pine Cliffs.  
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Although they planned to have a large family, August and Evelyn only had two children,               

Joseph and Abigail. Both children excelled in school, and August looked forward to an early               

retirement when his son would inherit the medical practice. To his disappointment, Joseph             

became more interested in healing men’s spirits then healing their bodies, and he became a               

preacher instead of a doctor, breaking a one hundred year old tradition. Abigail dreamed of               

becoming a doctor herself, and frequently accompanied her father on house calls, where she              

served as an extremely competent assistant. As she approached womanhood, she was continually             

reminded by the adults in her life that she was expected to be a wife and a mother, and the                    

masculine ambition of becoming a doctor was beyond her realm of possibilities. So, despite her               

intelligence and ability, Abigail began focusing on her appearance more than her grades, and she               

acquired many desirable suitors.  

August and Evelyn expected that Abigail would marry one of the wealthy farmers’ sons,              

or any number of upper middle class young men who pursued her. They were both heartbroken                

when she met Will and eloped before they could warn her against him. When Abigail returned                

from Hot Springs with her new husband, Evelyn was so upset she took to her bed for a week. It                    

soon became evident to August and Evelyn, that Will was not only verbally abusive to Abigail,                

but was also physically violent with her, on an extremely regular basis. She often came to their                 

house with bruises on her arms, where Will’s fingers pressed into her flesh leaving purple hand                

prints resembling vice like bracelets. When Abigail announced she was pregnant a month after              

her elopement, her parents knew there was no turning back for their precious daughter, because               

with a baby on the way an annulment was impossible. August and Evelyn were delighted when                

Abigail decided to name the baby after her uncle, instead of Will. At least the boy would not                  
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have to live in the shadow of such a despicable man. Although August and Evelyn grew to love                  

Jesse, it was hard to look at the boy without remembering everything Abigail had given up by                 

marrying his loathsome father.  

Abigail had barely recovered from delivering Jesse when she became pregnant again, and             

delivered Robert when Jesse was only ten months old. She took to nursing the new baby and left                  

Jesse wailing for his mother’s milk, with only Pet Milk as a substitute. Before Jesse turned two                 

he had two younger brothers, he was underfed and was almost completely ignored by his mother,                

because of her preoccupation with her two younger children. Will was a notorious drunk and was                

fired from every job he could get immediately after he received his first paycheck, which he                

inevitably spent on alcohol. Abigail, Will and the children were evicted from every house they               

rented. Between houses they stayed at the summer house on the farm, and that was the only                 

stable home they knew.  

In the fall of 1964 Abigail, Will and the boys had once again returned to the summer                 

house, after the home they rented in Memphis mysteriously burned down. As August drove up to                

the house the day they returned, he was comforted by the fact that while they were staying at the                   

farm, with Joseph to supervise, Will would have to take a break from his abuse. August was also                  

excited to see Jesse. The boy was ten years old and was even more intelligent than his mother                  

had been at his age. The greatest thrill of August’s life had been watching the genuine interest his                  

grandson showed in medicine. The afternoon after receiving his daughter’s call about returning             

to the summer house, August drove to say hello and take Jesse on the last house call of the day.                    

As the doctor ascended the steps into his summer house, he heard the boys run downstairs from                 
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the upper floor in a mad dash to see him. Jesse got to him first and threw his arms around his                     

grandfather in a tight hug that belied his small stature.  

“Grand-daddy Doc, I’m so happy to see you!” Jesse said as he squeezed his beloved               

grandfather. “Do you have any other patients today? I’ve been practicing my sutures on one of                

Thomas’ stuffed animals. I think I’m ready to practice on a real person!” 

August ruffled the boy’s hair and said, “I’m glad you have been working on your skills                

while you’ve been away, but I think you’re going to have to wait until after medical school                 

before any person will allow you to stitch them up.” Seeing the disappointment on Jesse’s face,                

he added, “or at least you can wait until you turn twelve.” This brought a small look of                  

satisfaction to the boy’s countenance.  

August looked at the other two boys standing around him and bent down to talk to                

Thomas. “Boy you’re gittin big, since you’re a big eight year old now, I think you’re old enough                  

for me to teach you to ride a horse. I just bought the perfect pony for you, his name’s Sammy and                     

he’s a little stinker, just like you.” August then turned to Robert. 

“Hey Bob, what do you say? You’re gittin so big, I think you’ve grown a foot since I saw 

you last.” While Jesse had the soft, gentle features of his mother, Robert had the hard, obstinate 

look of his father. Through squinted eyes Robert looked at August then replied, “I haven’t grown 

a foot and don’t I get a pony too?”  

“Well, mister, you three can share Sammy. You will have to take turns but he will belong 

to all three of you. Okay?” 
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“If you say so, but I get to ride first and I’m not cleaning up his poop.” Robert turned and 

headed back up the stairs leaving August, Jesse and Thomas on the landing at the bottom. 

 

                                                        **** 

Will was still sleeping after their over-night drive from Memphis, so August was able to 

visit with Abigail, Joseph and the boys, in peace over a late lunch in the dining room. They dined 

on the fried chicken Abigail started making shortly after she arrived that morning, along with 

fresh okra and tomatoes. Although the farm no longer operated on any marketable scale, Joseph 

found time between his professional obligations with the Baptist church, to raise chickens and 

maintain a large kitchen garden.  

After lunch, August took Jesse to a follow-up appointment with an elderly patient at their 

home. Jesse was as helpful as always, and even helped bandage the patient’s wounded leg. After 

attending to the patient, August and Jesse walked out into the waning light of the late afternoon. 

August decided that after all his work, Jesse deserved a reward. “Alright boy, you did well today. 

Do you want to try your hand a drivin this old thing?” 

Jesse stared in amazement at his grandfather’s shiny, black 1952 Hudson. “Are you sure? 

I don’t think daddy would like it.” 

“What your daddy don’t know won’t hurt him. Now get in.”  

Jesse drove remarkable well; he maneuvered the bulky sedan through town as if he had 

been driving for years. It was almost dark when Jesse crossed the cattle guard just past the Jones’ 

farm, which marked the beginning of the rural road leading to the summer house. The summer 

house sat two miles north of town at the end of a narrow, dirt road with an irrigation ditch on the 
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east side. There were only a few farm houses between Dr. Luckwood’s summer house and town, 

and traffic was generally very limited on this isolated stretch of road. As Jesse got closer to his 

grandfather’s house, he began to fear his father’s response if he were to see Jesse driving the 

Hudson. “Grand-daddy Doc? Can you take over? I’m scared daddy’s going to tan my hide if he 

sees me driving.” 

“Sure son, just ease her over to the right, and I’ll slide over. You’ll have to walk around. 

Just mind you don’t drive into the ditch, it’s full of water.” 

As Jesse slowed the car and kept a careful distance from the steep bank leading to the 

irrigation ditch, a light below the roadside caught his eye. There appeared to be a light coming 

from somewhere a little farther up the road, and it seemed to be coming from the water in the 

ditch.  

“Grand-daddy Doc? Do you see that light?” 

“I sure do. It almost looks like a headlight. Go ahead and park, and we’ll get out to take a 

closer look.” 

August and Jesse walked about thirty yards before it became clear what they were 

looking at. A gray truck sat on it’s side almost completely submerged in the ditch, a single 

headlight sent an eerie beam over the dark water. Something about the truck looked familiar to 

August, but he couldn’t quite place the owner. Suddenly Jesse yelled, “that’s daddy’s truck!”, 

and took off running. August caught him by the shirt as he started down the bank into the water. 

“Jesse, I’m not sure what we’re going to find in there. Run back to the Hudson and drive as fast 

as you can to the house. Tell your uncle what happened and tell him to call the sheriff. I think 

I’m going to need help.” 
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Jesse started to protest but the look on his grandfather’s face told him that there would be 

no negotiating this time. He turned and scrambled back up the bank and ran as fast as he could to 

the car. He was able to start it on the second try. He slammed on the gas and as he sped past the 

accident scene, he caught a quick glimpse of his grandfather sliding into the water near the truck.  

 

             **** 

The icy water was chest deep and it took August’s breath away. The passenger side door 

stood above the water. The doctor eased it open and looked inside. His heart sank at what he 

saw. The truck was almost completely filled with water. Will lay in a heap on top of something 

that was wedged against the driver’s side door. His face was just above the water and he was 

taking shallow, ragged breaths. He opened his eyes and focused on August. A look of 

recognition crossed his face, followed immediately by a look of terror. “It’s going to be okay 

Will,” August said. “I’m going to try to pull you out through this side. On the count of three I’m 

going to pull, try to push yourself up! One, two, three!” The doctor pulled on the back of Will’s 

coat and tried to use his own weight to pull him through the passenger side. Will moved a few 

inches and then got stuck again. August ended up hanging half in and half out of truck. The truck 

moved slightly due to this extra weight, but it settled back into it original position.  

August swallowed the lump in his throat and tried again. This time Will broke free from 

the object that was trapping him. After his first attempt, August wasn’t sure he would be able to 

pull Will into the water and back out again, so his plan was simply to hold his head out of the 

water until help arrived. Just as August got a good hold of his head, the object Will was wedged 

against came into view. A small, blond head with long hair floated to the surface next to Will. 
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With his left hand, August cradled Will’s head, and with his right he grabbed the hair on top of 

woman’s head and pulled her face to the surface. He instinctively searched her face for signs of 

life, but it was immediately apparent that she was dead. At the same moment, August also 

recognized the woman. She was his neighbor’s promiscuous seventeen year old daughter, who 

Will had openly flirted with since she was twelve. An empty bottle of whiskey floated in the 

water. August released her hair and turned his attention back to Will. “You miserable bastard! 

You have the nerve to run around with this child behind my daughter’s back!” Before Will could 

respond, August began to pummel him with his right hand. After a full minute he stopped, 

completely out of breath from the effort. August looked at Will’s bleeding face and the rage he 

felt brought tears to his eyes. “You really are miserable! You were given the best woman in the 

world and you run around with this trash! This is the last time you will hurt my family!” During 

the entire assault on Will’s face, August had continued to hold his head above the water. After 

making this final vow, August moved both hands to the top of Will’s head and pushed with all 

his remaining strength. Bubbles rose to the surface and Will thrashed about trying to push the 

hands off his head. Severe blood loss and a broken arm made him too weak to fight. After two 

minutes all movement ceased and August finally let go of Will’s head. At that moment August 

heard the sound of a vehicle coming down the road. He took a final look at Will, and then pushed 

himself out of the truck the way he had come.  

 Before the Hudson had even stopped moving, Jesse jumped out of the passenger side and 

ran to August who had just reached the road. August was on his hands and knees panting from 

exhaustion.  

“Where’s daddy?” Jesse asked while trying to pull his grandfather to his feet.  
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August pushed his hands aside and sat down. “I’m sorry Jesse, I did everything I could. 

Your daddy’s gone.” 

Jesse slumped to the ground and began to tremble, but he didn’t cry. “I can’t believe I 

killed him!” 

August’s heart was still thumping in his chest and for an instant he wasn’t sure if he was 

the one who had made this declaration, or if it was Jesse. Finally realizing that he had not 

confessed, and Jesse had made the statement he said, “what do you mean son, you didn’t do 

anything wrong?”  

“I have prayed that we would be rid of him every night since I can remember. And now 

I’ve finally done it!” 

At that moment they heard sirens in the distance. “That must be the sheriff. Jesse, I want 

you to tell the sheriff that you were in the truck too and I pulled you out. You have to tell him 

that you and your daddy were just giving that girl a ride to town. Okay?” 

Jesse looked confused, “what do you mean? What girl?” 

“The neighbor’s daughter Kate is in there too, and I don’t want people to think the wrong 

thing, so I want you to say you were with them.” After a lifetime of listening to rumors about his 

father’s infidelity, Jesse understood the situation immediately and agreed with a silent nod. 

Joseph stood nearby listening with tears in his eyes. His preacher’s heart ached at this 

senseless loss of life. He walked over to Jesse and pulled the boy into a hug.  

 

**** 
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A cough settled into August’s chest that night while he lay in bed thinking about all that 

had happened. Two days later his brother diagnosed him with pneumonia. He died exactly one 

week after Will. His final thought was about the bitter irony that he was drowning just as Will 

had.  


